
INTINERARY

MIAMI ON THE RISE

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5

BREAKFAST - Begin your day with a
sustainable and delicious meal at the
hotel. 

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI - Part take on a
half day workshop at the University of
Miami followed by a university tour.
Pick from 90 Fast Immersion Modules
created to address skill gaps in your
organization.

LUNCH - American Social “AMSO”
offers an upscale, yet casual dining
experience. A high-energy sports bar
and music-centric restaurant & bar
that offers an award-winning menu
and entertainment, unlike all others. 

WYNWOOD GRAFFITI EXPERIENCE -
Miami's Wynwood neighborhood is
known for its dynamic street art scene,
but rather than just viewing the
murals, this experience lets you get
hands-on and actually learn how to
create your own graffiti.

DINNER -  Enjoy a delicious private
dinner at one of the Wynwood
Complex restaurants. 

BREAKFAST - Begin your day with a
sustainable and delicious meal at
the hotel 

BAL HARBOUR SHOPS - Indulge
yourself at the most productive
shopping center in the world. While
you are at it, get to know about the
business behind one of their anchor
stores, Newman Marcus. 

LUNCH - Capture the common
ground between French elegance
and effortless South Florida
sophistication at Le Zoo.

TRANSFER- Aboard a comfortable
private transfer to the hotel.

SUPERBLUE- Discover Miami’s
most exciting immersive art
experience with light based
displays, digital installations and a
mirror labyrinth.

DINNER - Fancy dynamic energy,
local ingredients, and natural beauty
at Amara at Paraiso. 

BREAKFAST - Begin your day with a
sustainable and delicious meal at the
hotel. 

PRIVATE YACHT TOUR - Learn
about the Miami real state market
and it’s evolution as you oversee the
famous Millionaire Row from a
private yacht. This exclusive
experience includes a gourmet lunch
on board. 

DINNER - Embark on a sensory
exploration where taste reigns
supreme at Bali Miami. With an all-
encompassing menu of seemingly
endless options, no palate will be left
disappointed.

TRANSFER -Private transfer to the
Hotel.

BREAKFAST - Begin your day with a
sustainable and delicious meal at the
hotel. 

GOLF CLINIC - Experience the
ultimate enjoyment of golf while
learning the fundamentals— full
swing, chipping and putting.

LUNCH - After a morning in the
course, delight yourself with a lunch
at the Golf Course Clubhouse.

TECHNICAL VISIT TO NEORIS
DIGITAL ACCELERATOR - Neoris
combine deep industry knowledge
with the highest technological
expertise in the market to create
tailored solutions to overcome your
business challenges and create
disruptive growth.

SALSA CLASS & DINNER - Live an
authentic Little Havana Experience
at Ball & Chain where you will have
the opportunity of participating in a
salsa dancing class. Stick around
after the lesson for a traditional
Cuban dinner and live entertainment. 

BREAKFAST - Begin your day with
a sustainable and delicious meal at
the hotel. 

SOUTH BEACH TOUR - You
cannot leave Miami without doing
a fun and unique sightseeing tour
in the South Beach Area.

LUNCH - To close the experience
with a golden key, be awed by the
stunning atmosphere of Gianni’s
in the former Versace Mansion
where you will enjoy your last
meal in Miami.

TRANSFER- Private transfer to
Miami International Airport.

DAY 6

ARRIVAL - An OnStage
representative will welcome you
at the Miami International
Airport and escort you to your
group’s private transfer. 

TRANSFER- Aboard a comfortable
private transfer to the Hotel.

LUNCH - Have you ever had the
experience of having lunch in a
firehouse? Originally, Dolores but
you can call me Lolita Restaurant,
was once the site of Miami’s Fire
Station No. 4, built in the popular
Mediterranean Revival style of
the era at that time.

PRIVATE SUITE - Get the real VIP
treatment as you enjoy a Miami
Heat basketball game or a fun
concert (subject to availability
during your travel dates). This
experience includes heavy hors
d'oeuvres and alcoholic
beverages.

TRANSFER- Aboard a comfortable
private transfer to the Hotel


